NEONFLY THANK FANS FOR EXCEEDING CROWDFUNDING GOAL!

After a jaw-dropping show at the Lounge in Camden, London on July
20th UK metallers NEONFLY happily announced to not only have reached
but even exceeded the goal of the crowdfunding campaign for the production
of their next album, »The Future, Tonight«. 326 backers raised £12,169
which equals 121% of the initially set goal of £10,000.

The band commented: “The past 2 months have been an incredible
rollercoaster, from the release of our new single, to our weekly live streams
on Facebook, and our nearly sold out headline show in London last
weekend, it’s been a wild adventure and we’re completely blown away by the
positive response this has had. To all the people who backed this campaign,
believed in us, helped us promote it, we wish to thank you from the bottom of
our hearts! We all got there together and this new album will be for you!”
The band is scheduled to enter Long Wave Studios in Cardiff with producer
Romesh Dodangoda (MOTÖRHEAD, BULLET FOR MY
VALENTINE, BRING ME THE HORIZON) from October 21 through to
November 15 to record the eagerly awaited successor to 2014's widely
acclaimed »Strangers In Paradise«.
NEONFLY are also booked to play this year’s Indoor Summer Festival on
September 13-14 in Hamburg, Germany, sharing the stage with renowned
acts such as THE NIGHT FLIGHT ORCHESTRA, RECKLESS
LOVE or CRAZY LIXX.

Watch the video for the band's current single, 'This World Is
Burning' here: https://youtu.be/bQHNYj5VPGs
STREAM/DOWNLOAD THE SINGLE HERE:
https://listnin.co/ThisWorldIsBurning
Fans can still contribute to the campaign, which is now open for funding via
InDemand. Indiegogo offer this option to campaigns who reach their goal in
the original timeframe, to keep funding projects. This means you can still
purchase some of the band’s products via the corwdfunding page including
the pre-order of the new album "The Future, Tonight", and some of the
exclusive experiences via http://bit.ly/NeonflyCrowdfund2019.
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